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ABSTRACT 
Let A and B be normal operators on a Hilbert space. Let K, and Ka be subsets of 
the complex plane, at distance at least 6 from each other; let E be the spectral 
projector for A belonging to K,, and let F be the spectral projector for B belonging to 
K,. Our main results are estimates of the form SllEFll Q cllE(A - B)FII; in some 
special situations, the constant c is as low as 1. As an application, we prove, for an 
absolute constant d, that if the space is finite-dimensional and if A and B are normal 
with IIA - BII d E/d, then the spectrum of B can be obtained from that of A 
(multiplicities counted) by moving each eigenvalue by at most E. Our main results 
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have equivalent formulations as statements about the operator equation AQ - QB = S. 
Let A and B be normal operators on perhaps different Hilbert spaces. Assume 
a(A)c K, and u(B)c Kg, where KA, K,, and 6 are as before. Then we give 
estimates of the form Sl]Qlld c]]AQ - QBII. 
INTRODUCTION 
The first problem treated in this paper is the subspace-perturbation 
problem, by which we mean the following. If A and B are normal operators in 
a Hilbert space X, and a bound upon I] A - B]] is known, we seek bounds 
upon the amount by which spectral subspaces of A and B may differ. 
To be specific, we look for estimates of the following type. Let EA be the 
spectral projector for A belonging to a subset K, of the complex plane; we 
wish to conclude that the subspace EAX makes a small angle with some 
spectral subspace e for B. As explained in [4] or [5], the sine of this angle is 
equal to ]lEAFB]l, if FB is the spectral projector for B belonging to subset K,, 
chosen so that FnX is the orthogonal complement of C; so theorems bounding 
]lEAFB I] fall under the general heading of “sin B theorems.” 
Such results will need a hypothesis separating KA from K,, as the 
following well-known example shows. Let 
A_ aie -( 0 ,“J B=C 3 
with E close to but distinct from 0. Let K, be {a + E}. Then for no choice of 
K, is ]]EAFB]l small. In other words, the eigenspaces of A and B differ widely 
even if E and hence ]]A - Bll are small. So each subspaceperturbation 
theorem below has a geometric hypothesis; the nature of this hypothesis 
affects the strength of the conclusion which can be drawn. 
The other problem we treat is the search for bounds upon the solution Q 
of the equation AQ - QB = S, when A is a normal operator acting in a Hilbert 
space X, B is a normal operator in a Hilbert space X which may be different 
from X, and we are given a bound upon S and geometric information about 
o(A) and a(B). There is a familiar way of drawing conclusions about 
subspace perturbation from facts about this linear operator equation. We 
explain this relationship in Section 2, and thereafter we exploit it systemati- 
cally, so that the passage from the “twospace version” of a theorem to its 
subspaceperturbation version is automatic. 
In the context of numerical analysis it is also interesting to derive such 
estimates for other operator norms beside the usual bound norm, as discussed 
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in [5]. Many of our theorems are of this sort. Accordingly we devote the 
introductory Section 1 to some general results which will be needed. Most of 
our estimates in Sections 3 and 4 are proved for a rather general norm. In 
Section 6 we show that the situation is rather special for the case of the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm. 
At certain places we draw attention to the finite-dimensional cases of our 
results, because some readers may only be interested in finite dimensions, and 
the key ideas are already present there. 
Section 5, however, is specifically concerned with operators in finite- 
dimensional spaces. It is shown in Theorem 5.1, relying on our foregoing 
results, that if A and B are normal operators satisfying ]]A - B]] G E/d, then 
their eigenvalues oj and /3. can be ordered in such a way that ]aj - pi] Q E for 
all j; here d is a univers ai constant. Theorem 5.2, using a different method, 
gives a much stronger result in the special case that A and B are unitary. 
1. NORMS 
Throughout the paper we deal with Hilbert spaces X, X,. . . . Inner 
products are written u*u, that is, we adopt the notation, common in matrix 
theory, that if u E 3c then u* denotes the linear functional on 3c obtained by 
taking inner product with u. We let QX, X) denote the space of bounded 
linear operators from x to x; we also write c(x) for e(x,?C). For 
S E C(X, YC), the usual bound norm is 
IlSll = ~uPw4l: u E x3 IMI = 11. 
More generally, we will consider symmetric norms I)] ])I on subspaces G of 
C(X, 3c). In this we follow [6]. To say that the norm is symmetric means that 
it satisfies, beside the usual properties of any norm, also 
(i) If SEG, LEC(X), K EC(X), then LSK EG and IIILSKIJJ( 
IILIIIII~IIIlI~lI~ 
and the inessential normalization 
(ii) If S has rank 1 then ]]]S]]] = IIS]]. 
It follows at once that the norm is unitary-invariant, i.e., 
(i’) If S E G, and if U is unitary on x and V unitary on X, then 
USV E B and ]]]USV]]] = ]]]S]]]. 
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It is also known that these assumptions imply that 
(ii’) For all S we have ](]SJ(( 2 ]]S]l. 
It is natural to assume 
(iii) G is complete under the norm 111 I]]. 
We will need the stronger convergence property 
(iv) If S,, E B with sup]]]S,]]] <co, and if S,, + S in the weak operator 
topology of e(x, X), then S E B and l]]S]]] < sup]]]S,]]]. 
We will also use its immediate consequence 
(iv’) If S, E B with liminf,,J]Scr]]] <co, and if S = w-limu+oOSa, then 
S E @ and IllSIll G ~Wz+.olll%III~ 
Note that if B and ]I] ]I] h ave been chosen, satisfying (i), then for spaces 
X, with dim%, < dim% and X, with dim’%, Q dim%, we can define a 
subspace of e(x,, Xi) and a norm on it (let us denote these too by (3 and 
III Ill) by setting, for T E l%x,, xi), 
TEE? - WTX* E e 2 IllTIll = IIIW~*III~ 
where X is isometric on X, into X, and W is isometric on X, into X. [It is 
easy to see from (i) that the choice of these isometries is immaterial.] It is 
therefore natural to define them on infinite-dimensional spaces to begin with 
and thereafter consider them between arbitrary Hilbert spaces. We will 
occasionally avail ourselves of this flexibility. 
Assumption (iv) is not terribly restrictive. It holds for all symmetric norms 
not possessing extensions to all of C( x, X); this is the essential content of [6, 
Theorem 5.11. But in addition it holds for norms which do possess such 
extensions, such as the bound norm itself, provided we take B to be C(X, 2-C). 
It does not hold for G the ideal of all compact operators, and some of our 
conclusions below remain unproved in that case. 
Here is the way the assumption enters our proofs. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that operators S, E G depend continuously on 
x E (0,~) with respect to the weak operator topology on C(x, X). Suppose 
also that IllS,lll d f(x), where f is a continuous function satisfying llflll = 
low f(x) dx < 03. Then the improper Riemunn integral Jo” S, dx = T exists in 
the weak operator topology, T E B, and lllTlll d II f Ill. 
Proof. First consider Riemann integration on [E, N]. The integral T,, N = 
/,“SX dx is defined using the weak operator topology. It gives a bounded 
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operator because 
where we have used (ii’) above. This Tc,,,, is the weak operator limit of 
Cy=i(xi - xi_r)Ssi, the usual Riemann sum. Also 
Therefore, by (iv’), T’,N E ~3 ad lllK,Nlll Q Ilflll. 
A similar argument shows that 
T = w-lim T,, N 
E-+0 
N-W 
exists, belongs to G,, and satisfies IllTIll d Ilflll. ??
All integrals in this paper with operator integrands are to be understood in 
the sense of the weak operator topology. 
We wilI occasionally use a different device, reducing questions about 
arbitrary symmetric norms to questions about some very special ones. For 
every positive integer Y < dim X, the vth “ Ky Fan norm” of a bounded 
operator C defined on X is by definition the sum of the largest v singular 
values of C (multiplicity counted). In particular, the first Ky Fan norm is the 
usual norm. It is known [ll, 61 that an inequality ]]]C]]] Q ]]]D]]] between 
bounded operators holds for all symmetric norms if and only if it holds for all 
Ky Fan norms. 
2. SUBSPACES AND OPERATOR EQUATIONS 
In this section we establish terminology for a procedure for deriving 
subspaceperturbation theorems from theorems about the linear operator 
equation AQ - QB = S. 
In each case, our subspaceperturbation theorem will concern normal 
operators A and B on the same Hilbert space X, the spectral projector E for 
A belonging to the set K, G C, and the spectral projector F for B belonging to 
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the set K,. It will start with 
(a) a hypothesis on K, and K,, including an estimate dist(K,, KB) 2 S 
’ 0, 
(b) the statement that E( A - B)F E G for a given subspace B with norm 
III Ill7 and 
(c) a positive constant c; 
and its conclusion will be that EF E B and 
~IllE~lll G 4ll~(A - mw. (24 
We have already mentioned that such results can be regarded as bounding 
angles between spectral subspaces; see [S]. 
Now suppose instead [lo] that we want to compare normal operators A on 
the space X and B on X (so that no interpretation in terms of angles suggests 
itself). We can hope to establish the inequality tJlllEQFlll< clllE(AQ - QB)FIII 
for an arbitrary operator Q from X to X, and this does generalize (2.1). This 
formulation invites simplification. Remember that E is an orthoprojector 
commuting with A, and F is an orthoprojector commuting with B; thus we 
are really talking about the inequality 6]]]Q]]] < c]]]AQ - QB]]] for an arbitrary 
operator Q from FX to EX. And then we may simplify further, using X to 
denote what we have been calling EX, and X to denote what we have been 
calling FX. 
Thus to each subspace-perturbation theorem there corresponds a theorem, 
which we may call its “twospace version,” about solving a linear operator 
equation. It will concern a normal operator A on a Hilbert space X, with 
spectrum G K,, a normal operator B on space X, with spectrum G K,, an 
arbitrary operator S from X to X, and the operator equation AQ - QB = S. It 
will start with 
(a) the same hypothesis on K, and K,, 
(b) the statement that S E G, for the corresponding B and I)] I]], and 
(c) the same constant c as before; 
and its conclusion will be that the solution Q E G and 
~IllQlll Q 4llSIIL (2.2) 
We have explained that the twospace version implies the corresponding 
subspaceperturbation theorem. (It is not even necessary that E be a spectral 
projector, as long as it commutes with A and o(U) c K,; similarly for F.) 
For completeness, we now observe that the converse also works-with the 
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exception, in the infinite-dimensional case, of the existence assertion Q E 6. 
We sketch the proof. 
Assume that, for a certain set of hypotheses (a)-(c), the conclusion (2.1) is 
known to follow. Given any A, B, S under the corresponding two-space 
hypotheses, and solution Q E (Z, we are to prove (2.2). We assume without 
loss of generality that ]]Q]] < 1 and that 0 does not belong to K, or to K,. We 
now will construct normal operators A, and B, on a space Xi such that the 
relation (2.1) applied to them will be the same as the relation (2.2) for the 
given A, B, Q, S. 
Because 0 < Q*Q Q 1, it is known [2] that we can write Q*Q = FEFI, for 
appropriately chosen orthoprojectors E and F in a Hilbert space Xi contain- 
ing % as a subspace; here FX, = x. Clearly Q = WEF I 3c for some W 
isometric on the range of EF. This means first of all that ]]iQ]]] = jllEF/ll. But 
furthermore (suitably extending W to a partial isometry on all of Xi) we can 
define normal operators A, and B, by A, = W*AW = W*AWE and B, = BF 
= FBF. One verifies that E and F are the relevant spectral projectors for these 
operators; hence (2.2) holds. Also AQ - QB = W( A,EF - EFB,)I,; hence 
]I] AQ - QBlll = lllE( A, - B,)FIII. This completes the proof. 
In subsequent sections, we will often discuss only twospace versions, 
taking for granted that the corresponding subspaceperturbation assertions 
follow. The original sin8 theorem was proved from its twospace version; see 
[5, Theorem 5.1 ff.]. Theorem 3.1 below follows the argument there. 
The two-space theorems are natural from other points of view. Indeed, we 
recall [13] that if A and B are closed densely defined operators with disjoint 
spectra-not necessarily normal-and if B is bounded, then the equation 
AQ - QB = S has a unique solution, given by 
for any contour I? having winding number 1 around every point of a(B) and 
winding number 0 around every point of a( A). We remark that if S E @?, a 
subspace of C(%, X) of the sort discussed in Section 1, then it follows from 
the results of that section that Q E G also. 
It seems that if dist(a( A), a(B)) ’ is k nown to be large, we should be able to 
choose r so the inverses in (2.3) are not too big, and thereby bound Q in 
terms of S. However, there is no estimate of the type 8]]]Q]]l < c]]]S]]] valid for 
all operators A and B satisfying dist( a( A), u(B)) > 6. For example, if X is C ‘, 
A = S = 1, and 
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we see that for fixed 6 = 1 and fixed IllSlll, arbitrarily large lllQlll can occur. 
Such estimates do hold, as we will see, under hypotheses of normality, and 
under some weaker conditions. 
A word about unbounded operators is in order. The statement that a 
bounded operator Q is a solution of the equation AQ - QB = S for S bounded 
means that u*(AQ - QB)u = u*Su for all u in %J(A*), the domain of A*, and 
all o in q(B). The statement that E(A - B)F E B (for projectors E and F as 
above) means that, for some S E B, we have u*E(A - B)Fu = u*Sz1 for all 
u E 9(A*) and all 2) E 9(B). 
3. BOUNDS WITH FAVORABLE GEOMETRY 
We proceed to proving theorems of the kinds (2.1) and (2.2) described in 
the preceding section. The best value the constant c in those inequalities 
could have is 1, because the inequality becomes equality when X and X are 
both l-dimensional. The present section concerns some situations in which 
indeed c = 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume A and B are norm& operators, such that a(B) is 
contained in a disk of radius p, while a(A) is disjoint $xnn the open disk 
(with the same center) of radius p + 6. Then, for S E a, the equation 
AQ - QB = S has a unique solution Q E G, and 
4llQlll G IIISIII~ 
Indeed, by the spectral theorem for normal operators, any such A and B 
satisfy the hypotheses of the following more general (but less natural) 
statement. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume A and B are closed densely defined operators and 
X E p(A), such that IIB - XII < p and ll(A - h)-‘ll Q (p + a)-‘. Then, for 
S E ~5, the equation AQ - QB = S has a unique solution Q E G, and 8lllQlll 
fG IIISIII~ 
Proof, Without loss of generality take X = 0. We have already noted that 
there is a unique solution Q which belongs to 65. From Q = A-‘(S + QB) and 
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property (i) of Section 1, we infer 
IllQlll G IIA-lll(lll~lll+lllQlllll~ll) G b + 6) -‘wlll+lllQIIIP)~ 
which upon rearranging terms yields 6l]]Q]]] d ]]]S]]]. ??
The case of Theorem 3.1 where p is large compared to 6 gives, in the 
limit, the following-which, however, we are able to assert also when both A 
and B are unbounded. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let K, be a closed subset of a half plane III, and K, a 
closed subset of a half plane IIB, with dist(HI,, II,) > 6. Assume A and B are 
normal operators such that a(A) c K, and a(B) c K,. Then, for S E G;, the 
equation AQ - QB = S has a unique solution Q E 65, and &lllQlll < IllSlll. 
In particular, K, and K, here could be any closed convex sets at distance 
at least 6. 
Without loss of generality (since we could change to considering .$A + [ 
and [B + 5 for suitable complex coefficients), we may take the two half planes 
lIA and lIa to be mirror images with respect to the imaginary axis. Then, by 
the spectral theorem for normal operators, any A and B as above satisfy the 
hypotheses of the following result, essentially due to E. Heinz [7]. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume A - $I and - B - gS are maximal accretive. 
Then, for S E G, the equation AQ - QB = S hu.s a unique solution Q E G, 
ad WQIII G IllSIll. 
Recall [9] that a closed densely defined operator A is called maximal 
accretive if (i) Re u*Au > 0 for all u E ‘%(A), and (ii) A has no proper 
extension to an operator still satisfying (i). For bounded operators, this is just 
the condition that A be accretive. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. We use the properties of the strongly continuous 
semigroups e- At and eBt, following from the hypotheses on A and B [9]; in 
particular, 
It is known [7] that for bounded S, and A and B as given here, the equation 
S = AQ - QB has a unique bounded solution given by 
Q=i*e . -*?SeBt dt 
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From (3.1) we have 
and so by Theorem 1.1 we conclude that Q E G and that 
IllQlll 6 lllSIl~~me-8t dt = !$!! 
as desired. ??
The reader of [5] will recall that the sin9 theorem on perturbation of 
subspaces, for self-adjoint operators, had a companion, the tanf3 theorem, 
applicable when the subsets of Iw which occurred lay one entirely to the left of 
the other. The tan@ theorem is fussier to prove, but with the kind of data 
commonly at the disposal of the numerical analyst, it provides a slightly 
superior estimate. In our present context, the improvement obtained seems 
overshadowed by the inconvenience. Nevertheless, we give the result, Theo 
rem 3.5 below. To make the comparison clear, we first state the subspace- 
perturbation version of Theorem 3.3: 
COROLLARY. Let K,, K,, 6 be as in Theorem 3.3. Let A and B be normul 
operators acting in the saw space, let E be the spectral projector for A 
belonging to the set KA, and let F be the spectral projector for B belonging to 
K,. ZfE(A- B)F E G;, then EF E G and SIIIEFIJI < II(E(A- B)FIII. 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume the hypotheses of the preceding Corollary, and in 
addition, E( A - B)E = 0. Zf E( A - B) E G, then T(I EFJ) E 65 and 
SlllT(IEFI)III < IIIE(A- B)lll. Here IEFl is (FEF)‘12, while T denotes the 
function T( t ) = t/\/l-t”. 
The proof of Theorem 3.5 uses all the same ideas as [5, Section 61. It is 
worthwhile giving the crux of the argument in detail, to make clear in our 
present notation how the function T comes in. 
We deal only with the usual norm ]I I], and the finite-dimensional situation. 
Without loss of generality we again take K, = (X : Re X >, 6/2), K, = {A : Re X 
< - 6/2}. 
Choose unit vectors x and y which are corresponding left and right 
singular vectors respectively for the operator EF, belonging to its largest 
singular value; that is, x and y are unit vectors satisfying 
EFY = IIEFllx, (EF)*~ = lIEFI(y. 
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Of course, x belongs to the spectral subspace EX, and y to the spectral 
subspace FX. Then 
Ix*E( A - B)FyI = Ix*AEFy - x*EFByl 
= IIEFlllx*Ax - y*Byl a 6llEFll. (3.2) 
If we were now to estimate the left-hand expression by its upper bound 
IIE(A - B)FII, we would have proved the Corollary in this special case. 
Indeed, this is a perfectly good beginning of an alternate proof of the 
Corollary and Theorem 3.3 in general. But we have not yet used the special 
hypothesis E(A - B)E = 0. Using it, we can make a different estimate of 
(3.2). 
Namely, with the notation E ’ = 1 - E, we have 
But E L Fy and EFy are orthogonal vectors whose sum is the unit vector y; 
hence IIE ‘FyJI = \/w = /_. Substituting gives 6llEFll< 
II&A - WI\/1 - llEFl12 3 which is the same as the desired result (because the 
function T is monotonic). 
This can be extended to the general case in three stages: It is established 
for the Ky Fan norms by use of multilinear algebra, and it follows for arbitrary 
symmetric norms; then it is established for arbitrary bounded operators by the 
Berberian extension, as in [3]; then the unbounded case is obtained by 
approximation, as in [5]. 
4. BOUNDS IN MORE GENERAL SITUATIONS 
In the preceding section, Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 gave bounds of the sort 
announced in Section 2 (Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 were generalizations of them). 
The inequality (2.2) was established with the best conceivable constant, at the 
cost of making special restrictions on the sets K, and K,. We hasten to point 
out that such restrictions are in fact needed. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Take K, = (1, - l}, K, = {i, - i}, so that 6 = 
dist( K,, KB) = a. Define 
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so that a(A) = K, and a(B) = K,. Define further 
Then &llQll= fi, but AQ - QB = 1, so that 11 AQ - QBll = 1~ 6/Qll. 
Observing that, for this example, the desired inequality (2.2) with c = 1 
does hold if 111 111 is the trace-class norm, one might be tempted to ask how 
widespread that behavior is. The following example dictates modesty. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. For odd n (large), let K, = (1, 5, 12,. . . , {“- ‘> where { = 
exp(i27r/n), and let K, = - K,. Take 6 = dist(K,, K,); we note that as 
n + co, n6 + r. Define 
0 1 0 0 * 
0 0 1 0 * 
0 0 1 
A= : . . 
-1 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 
B= : 
_-1 
* 0 
. 0 
0 
. . 
. 1 
0 
. 
. . 
. . 
unitary matrices with spectra K, and K, respectively. Let Q be the identity, 
a positive matrix with trace n. Then AQ - QB has one nonzero entry with 
value 2. Thus for the trace-class norm, lllQlll= n, so that 6lllQlll + 7~ > 2 = 
IIIAQ - PIII. 
Even if one assumes A and B selfadjoint the previously obtained results 
[5, lo] do not establish (2.2) with c = 1 without these restrictions on the sets. 
We now examine subsets K, and K, of the reals which are as simple as 
possible without obeying them. 
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EXAMPLE 4.3. Let K, = (3, - l}, K, = (1, - 3}, so that 6 = dist(K,, Ks) 
= 2. Define 
we find a(A) = K, and o(B) = K,, and furthermore 8]]Q]] = 12; however, 
AQ-QB-l,& ‘T). 
so that ]]AQ - QBll = 46 < 8]]Q]]. (Th’ is improves upon [5, top of p. 241.) 
Thus unless we restrict the choice of norm, as we do in Section 6 below, 
we will have to seek conclusions (2.2) with constant c > 1. In this section we 
obtain such results. The main result is Theorem 4.2, where no restriction is 
put upon the operators. In Theorem 4.1, by confining the scope to self-adjoint 
operators, we get an easier proof and a better constant. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume A and B are selfadjoint operators, such that 
dist(a( A), a(B)) > 6 > 0. Then for S E 6, the equation AQ - QB = S has a 
unique solution Q E (3,. There exists a universal constant c_ such that 
WQlll 6 ~.lllSlll~ 
The value of the constant will be estimated below. 
Proof. We have already recalled that uniqueness is known in general if 
one of A and B is bounded. If both are unbounded self-adjoint operators, and 
T is the difference of two solutions, so that AT - TB annihilates every element 
o E 6iJ( B), we must show that T = 0. Left-multiplying by the spectral projec- 
tor E, for A belonging to [ - N, N], we find that A,E,T - E,TB annihilates 
v, where A, is defined as E,A + AENL for some X sf u(B). This means that 
E,T must be zero, by the uniqueness result for operators one of which is 
bounded; for A, does have spectrum disjoint from B. The fact that E,T = 0 
for all N implies that T = 0. This completes the uniqueness part. 
We now construct the solution. Let fs be a function in L,(R), continuous 
except at zero, such that 
whenever ][I> S; (4.1) 
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here * denotes Fourier transform, with the normalization 
Such functions exist; we postpone discussion of them till a little later. 
Further, let U(s) (for real s) denote the unitary group U(s) = eisA; 
similarly, let V(s) = eisB. Then our definition is 
Q = J_m_u( - mwm u!s. (4.3) 
The existence of the integral follows from Theorem 1.1 and the equality 
IllW - 4w4mlll = Illsllll&wl* 
It also follows from that theorem that Q E G and 
IIIQIII G IllSlll/_~~&(~)~~~ (4.4) 
The proof that AQ - QB = S begins with a special case. First, let u and u 
be eigenvectors: Au = (YU, Bu = /lv. Then they are eigenvectors also of the 
respective groups. Thus 
u*(AQ-QB)v=Jm {u*U( -s)ASV(s)v-u*U( -s)SBV(s)v}&(s)d.s 
-CO 
=lw e-is"(u-~)(u*Sv)eisafs(s)ds 
-CC 
=(u*sv)(~-P)~(~-P) 
by the definition (4.2). But we know ICY - PI > 6 by hypothesis. Therefore our 
choice (4.1) implies u*(AQ - QB)v = u*Sv as desired. 
Next, assume more generally that u can be expanded as u = Caiui where 
the ui are orthonormal eigenvectors of A, and similarly v = Cbivi. Then 
u*(AQ - QB)v can be expanded as a double sum, and each term thereof 
treated as in the preceding paragraph. No convergence questions arise if the 
expansions are finite. We thus conclude that AQ - QB = S, at least if both A 
and B have finite spectra. 
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In the general case we proceed by approximation. Let g, and h,, for 
N E N, be real functions taking only finitely many values, such that lgnr(X)I G 
21% Ih,(h)l G 2PL g&) --) h uniformly on compact subsets of o(A), and 
h,(A) + A uniformly on compact subsets of a(B); and define A, = g,(A), 
B, = h,(B), U,(s) = eiA@, V,(s) = eiB@. By properly choosing the func- 
tions, we provide also that dist(a(A,), a(B,)) > 6. For fixed u E q(A), we 
see that V,(s)u approaches U(s)u in norm, uniformly in s for s confined to 
an arbitrary bounded interval, and ANUN(s)u approaches AtJ(s)u in the 
same sense; analogously for 2) E q(B), VN(s)z), and BNVN(s)~. Define QN 
with respect to A, and B, as in (4.3); then we know from the foregoing that 
A,Q, - QNBN = S. Using the fact that fs E L, to approximate the integral 
by one in which s runs over a bounded interval, we find that u*(A,Q~ - 
QNBN)v + u*(AQ - QB)v. Thus Q is the solution of AQ - QB = S in the 
sense defined at the end of Section 2. (It can also be seen that QN + Q in the 
weak operator topology, but that is not needed here.) 
We have proved that Q given by (4.3) solves the operator equation. Note 
that Q is therefore independent of the choice of fs. 
Fix any f, in (4.1). One verifies at once that then the definition h(s) = 
f,(&s) gives an fs satisfying (4.1); and of course IlfsllL, = (l/S)llfillL,. There- 
fore, from (4.4), we have 4llQlll Q Ilhll~,lllSlll~ 
It remains to discuss the choice of L, function satisfying (4.1). We have 
not found an optimal choice (i.e., one giving minimal L, norm and hence best 
constant in the conclusion). But we get, for example, 
if we take 
It can be shown with a little computation that 11 fllL, (. 2. This completes the 
proof of the theorem, and with it the estimate c,,,. -C 2. ??
We note from Example 4.3 that the conclusion could not hold (in this 
generality) for any c,,, less than &/2 = 1.22474+. 
Next, we drop the assumption that A and B are self-adjoint. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume A and B are normul operators, such that 
dist(u(A), u(B)) >, 6 > 0. Then, for S E B, the equation AQ - QB = S has a 
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unique soZution Q E k3. There exists a universal constant c such that 6lllQlll< 
4w 
The value of the constant will be discussed below. 
Proof. Uniqueness holds for the same reason as in Theorem 4.1. The idea 
of the construction of Q is also carried over, but some details are more 
complicated. 
Since we will be considering Fourier transforms on W2, we will use 
multiindex notation, in which, for example, s” means s;lsp, and s - 5 = sl& + 
s2~2. 
This time we want for & a function in L,(R 2), continuous except at zero, 
such that 
h(S,, 62) = (El + it,) -’ whenever ItI 2 8; 
here the Fourier transform ,. is 
Such functions exist, as we will show below. 
We use now 2parameter unitary groups: 
U(sl, s2) = exp[i(slAl + +42)1 and V(si, s2) = exp[i(s,B, + s2B2)] 
(for si and s2 real), where A, = +(A + A*), A, = (1/2i)(A - A*), and simi- 
larly for B, and B,. Then we set 
The existence of the integral and the bound on ll@lll are derived from a 
multivariable version of Theorem 1.2, which involves no new considerations. 
The proof that AQ - QB = S also follows the lines of the self-adjoint case. 
We give details for the first step; the rest will be clear. 
Let u and u be eigenvectors: A,u = alu and A,u = a2u, which we 
abbreviate Au = (ai + icu,)u [but we do not abbreviate ai + ia, as a, because 
in this proof a denotes ( aI, a2)]; and similarly Bu = (pi + i/3,)0. Then u and 
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0 are also eigenvectors of the respective groups. Thus 
u*( AQ - QB)u 
= 
I.1 R2 
{u*V( - s)ASV(s)u - u*V( - s)SSV(s)u>f,(s)dQ.s, 
= jj-$p-s [ al-&+i(a2-/32)](u*Su)eip~Sf,(s)~l~2 
and this is equal to u*Sv as desired, because by hypothesis dist(a, /3) >, 6. 
What remains is to discuss the function fs. This time we do not have such 
explicit computations on any specific candidate. However, the following 
general result suffices for existence, since it is clear that there are functions 
which satisfy the hypotheses made on F. 
LEMMA. Assume F i.s a C” function on R2 such that 
F(5) = ((1 + it,) -’ whenever ) ( I> 1. 
Then F is th Fourier tran..sj&rm of a jbnction in L,(R2) which is continuous 
except at zero. 
Proof of Lemma Use a Littlewood-Paley decomposition, as follows. Let 
‘p E Cm(R2) be such that _ 
cp(O = { 
1 whenever 151 Q 1, 
0 whenever 15/>,2. 
Define (~~(5) = ~(5/2? and #k = %+ I- (Pk. Thus 
+k(t-)=O or if 
‘ps E lJJk=l. 
k=O 
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ThenifwesetG=Fcpand 
we can write 
F=G+ 2 2-k9k. 
k=.O 
The series converges uniformly and hence in the sense of CZ ‘, the space of 
tempered distributions, so we can write for the inverse Fourier transforms 
E=C+ f 2-ke;, 
k-0 
with convergence in G’ [12]. It remains to discuss the properties of E. 
Now G E S(W’); hence GE S(iR2)c L1(W2). Similarly for each of the 
remaining terms separately. Furthermore, since &s) = 22kB(2ks), the func- 
tions 4 and dk have the same Lr(W2) norm. In the series for E, then, the sum 
of the norms of the terms is C2-k]] 13 I], which converges. Hence the series is 
Lr-convergent to its 65’ limit 2, which accordingly lies in L,. 
The proof of the Lemma, and with it of Theorem 4.2, is complete. ??
Because of their less explicit nature, this and other proofs of the theorem 
which we have considered do not seem suitable for deriving good values for 
the constant c. We hope to return to this problem on another occasion. 
Observe that, in view of Example 4.2, the theorem could not possibly hold (in 
the generality stated) for any c less than r/2. If the theorem were asserted for 
the bound norm only, still it could not possibly hold for any c less than fi, in 
view of Example 4.1. 
K. R. Parthasarathy has pointed out to us that an analogue of the 
construction of Theorem 4.1, replacing Fourier transforms by Fourier series, 
can be applied to unitary operators. Namely, let us assume that A and B are 
unitary operators, and that 0 < S < dist(a(A), a(B)). Then one can show that 
the unique solution of the equation AQ - QB = S can be expressed as 
Q= E A-“-‘SB”a,, 
n--co 
where (a,) is an 1, sequence such that Ca,e-‘“’ is a continuous periodic 
function which is equal to (1- e-fe)-l whenever 2arcsin(~/2) < (e]< n. 
(The existence of such a sequence is readily established.) It is reasonable to 
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hope that by this means a sharper bound may be found in the case of a pair of 
unitaries than holds for an arbitrary pair of normals, just as Theorem 4.1 
provides a sharpening when two self-adjoints are involved. 
5. APPLICATION TO EIGENVALUE ESTIMATION 
Throughout this section we treat operators on a finite-dimensional 
space X. 
THEOREM 5.1. There exists a constant d with the following property. 
Given any two rwrmul operators A and B such that JIA- BIJ < e/d, there 
exists an operator B’, unitary-equivalent to B and commuting with A, such 
that (1 A - B’ll < E. 
Note that the constant d is independent of dim%. 
The conclusion is, of course, an assertion that the distance between the 
spectra is < E, in a strong sense-properly stronger than the assertion that 
every eigenvalue of either operator is within E of some eigenvalue of the other. 
Let us reformulate the theorem so as to make this explicit. 
THEOREM 5. la. There exists a constant d with the following property. 
Given any two normal operators A and B, with eigenvalues aI,. . . , a,, and 
P 1,.. .,/3,, respectively (multiplicity counted), if [(A- BII <e/d, then there 
exists a permutation T of the index set (1,. . . ,n} such that, fm every i, 
Jai -P+I < &* 
This result has long been conjectured, and the conjectured value of the 
universal constant d here is 1; see for example [ll]. Our method is surely 
incapable of providing the desired value of d, as we will discuss below. 
It has also been known for many years that, in order to establish Theorem 
5.la, it is enough to prove the following 
ASSERTION. If K, is a set consisting of k eigenvalues of A, then there are 
at least k eigenvalues of B within distance E of K,. 
Indeed, once we have shown that the Assertion follows from the hy- 
potheses of our theorem, we can reason as follows. Let R denote the relation 
between indices i and j belonging to (1 ,...,n} defined by saying iRjin case 
1% - Sjl d E; and use the notation for subsets !J c (1,. . . , n}, 
R4 = {j:(3i E 4) iRj). 
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In these terms, the Assertion states that, for every g, the cardinality of R$ is at 
least as great as that of $. This allows us to appeal to a well-known 
combinatorial theorem [15, Theorem 25A]: 
THE MARRIAGE THEOREM. Let R be a relation on a finite set, with the 
property that for evey subset 5, RLI has cardinulity at least equul that of CI. 
Then there exists a one-one mapping of the set onto itself which is a 
restriction of R. 
That is, there is a permutation ?T of our indices such that, for all i, we have 
i R(si). In view of the definition of R, this is the conclusion of Theorem 5.la. 
So our task is to prove the Assertion. Assume the normal operators A and 
B obey the inequality I] A - B]] a E/d, where d = c, the constant of Theorem 
4.2. Let K, be a set consisting of k eigenvalues of A (multiplicity counted), 
and let E be the corresponding spectral projector for A. Let K, = {p E 
o(B):dist(P, K*) >I > E and let F be the corresponding spectral projector for 
B. Then dist(K,, KB) > 6 for some 6 > E. 
The hypotheses of the subspaceperturbation version of Theorem 4.2 are 
satisfied, and therefore 
6l)EFll G cl/A - BII G E. 
Therefore )I EFll < 1, and hence EX n FX = (O}. This would be impossible if 
we had dim EX + dim FX > dim X. Consequently there are at most n - k 
eigenvahres of B in K,. The Assertion is proved, and thereby the theorem. ??
This method of proof leads to constant d = c. But we saw in the preceding 
section that c can not be reduced below a; hence the method of the present 
section cannot reduce d below & either. Nevertheless the conjecture that 
Theorem 5.1 holds for d = 1 remains plausible. 
It is illuminating to compare the situation where A and B are assumed 
self-adjoint. Then the above proof yields the value d = c,,~, > 1, where c,,, is 
the constant of Theorem 4.1. Nevertheless for self-adjoint operators Theorem 
5.1 is well known to hold with d = 1. Subspaceperturbation bounds are 
therefore surely not a means to getting eigenvalue bounds of the sort we are 
discussing with optimal constants. They may come close. 
Let us point out that there are other special situations where the constant 
in Theorem 5.1 can be reduced to 1. This is known when A is self-adjoint and 
B skew-self-adjoint [14]. It is also known when A - B, A, and B are all normal 
PI* 
For the special case where both operators are unitary, we can prove by 
other methods the following result, which is in a certain sense conclusive. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Given any two unitary operators A and B, there exists an 
operator B’, unitary-equivalent to B and commuting with A, such that for 
every symmetric norm 111 A - B’lll f (7r/2)(llA - B(II. The constant 7r/2 is best 
possible. 
Proof. We rely upon [l, Corollary 3.51. It asserts that, given A and B, 
there exists B’ unitaryequivalent to B and commuting with A, such that for 
every skew-Hermitian K such that AB-’ = eK, we have ]]]A- B’lll< Illr<llj. 
Note that in any case ]]]A- Bill = ](I1 - eK]]]. We have to show that for 
suitable K we will have ]]]r<]]] < (1~/2)]]]1- eK]]] for every symmetric norm. 
For this it is enough (as we recalled at the end of Section 1) to show it for all 
the Ky Fan norms, where by definition the vth Ky Fan norm of an operator is 
the sum of its top v singular values. 
Choose the eigenvalues i8 
]#,I 2 ]&.I 2 - -. 2 l&l. Then th 
of K so that ]f3j] < B, and order them so that 
e singular values (l- eiel] of l- eK are also 
labeled in decreasing order, for the function ]I - eie] = 2sin(]8]/2) is mono- 
tone increasing in ]@I on the interval [0, n]. We are to show,‘for v = 1,. . . ,n, 
that 
l4l+l~A+ ** * Y ’ 2 +lel<!I 2c&18’l+ . . . +2sin!!J t 2 ) 2 * 
But it is a much-used fact that (sincp)/cp 2 2/m for cp E [0,7r/2], so the 
inequality holds term by term. 
The inequality would fail for any constant smaller than r/2, for v (and 
hence n) sufficiently large, as we can show by adapting Example 4.2. ??
Of course this has not excluded the possibility that for some fixed 
symmetric norm a smaller constant may be obtainable. In one case, the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm, the analogue of Theorem 5.1 is known with the 
constant 1 [8]. As to the first assertion of Theorem 5.2 concerning the bound 
norm alone, we do not know whether the constant could be reduced. 
6. THE HILBERT-SCHMIDT NORM 
One of the symmetric norms to which the theorems of Sections 3 and 4 
apply is the Hilbert-Schmidt or cs norm. We will show in this section that it is 
a special case, not only (as usual) in its simplicity, but in the strength of the 
estimates. 
Recall that the cP norm of an operator with singular values pi is (c, ) p i IP)l/p. 
We will indicate it by the symbol ]I (Ip, and the space on which it is defined 
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by @jr, (1 Q p < cc). The following improvement of Theorem 4.2-and for 
that matter of Theorem 4.1-is available for 1) 11a. 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume A and B are norm1 operators, such that 
dist(a( A), a(B)) 3 6 > 0. Then for S E G2, the equation AQ - QB = S has a 
unique sdution Q E B,, and 8(lQljz < IISllz. 
To put the matter another way, the conclusion which was attained in 
Section 3 by special assumptions upon K_,, and K,, is attained here by a 
special assumption upon the norm. 
Proof. The existence of unique Q E B, follows from Theorem 4.2. 
In the finite-dimensional case, the theorem is proved as follows. Let 
(U i,...,u,) and (u,, . . . . v,} be orthonormal bases of 5-C and X consisting of 
eigenvectors of A and B respectively: Auj = ajuj, Bvj = pjvi. Consider the 
matrix elements u,?Quj = qij and u:Svj = sii’ Clearly 
But also the c, norms are expressible in terms of these chosen orthonormal 
bases: 
llQll~=~lqij12=~ Jsij’2 G~!fd!z!!%e f 
i.j i,jlai-Pj12 i,j 62 
This is the desired inequality. 
The same argument works in the infinitedimensional case if A and B are 
diagonahzable-in particular, if they have finite spectra. In the general case 
of (possibly unbounded) A and B, let A, and B, denote the approximating 
sequences used in the proofs of Section 4, and let QN denote the solution of 
A,Q, - QNBN = S. As indicated above, QN E G2 and 811QNl12 < IISl12. As 
noted in the proof of Theorem 4.1, QN --) Q in the weak operator topology. 
We conclude, using condition (iii) of Section 1, that 611Ql12 6 IISl12. ??
It remains to study to what extent the constants obtained in Theorems 4.1 
and 4.2 for arbitrary norms can be improved for special norms other than c,. 
Here are some observations on this subject. 
The conclusion of Theorem 6.1 fails for every cP norm, p * 2. Indeed, for 
p > 2 it is contradicted by Example 4.1 above; for p < 2, by Example 4.2 (or 
its analogue for n = 2). 
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Under the additional hypothesis that both A and B are self-adjoint, the 
conclusion of Theorem 6.1 fails for every c,, norm with p >, 3.3, by Example 
4.3 above. 
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